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Abstract 

 

Cloud Computing has totally changes 

the world of computing as well as business, 

now a days it is very hot and popular topic of 

discussion. It was already announced by Google 

in 2007.Cloud computing is a channel through 

which the deliverance of services and resources 

using the internet medium is possible easily. 

The Cloud computing is useful for small as well 

as big business and organization. Many E-

commerce (online) businesses are running over 

cloud server. Cloud provides different services, 

using cloud computing we can get many 

benefits than traditional computing system , it 

provides many facilities such as large mobile 

storage, cost saving on large scale, well-built 

and superior protection, access from 

everywhere, power saving and environment 

friendly, these are basic benefits of cloud 

computing. Now it is very important for an 

organization or individual to reallocate from 

customary computing to cloud computing 

because they get advantage to it. Recently, 

various types of cloud computing facilities  are 

available at a very flexible rate models, such as, 

monthly or yearly subscription and rent based 

cost models services for illustration, Remote 

Desktop Session Host (RDSH) available for 

cloud Terminal, Software as a Service (SaaS) 

provide facility to utilize software services on 

rent. Platform as a Service (PaaS) Provide 

facility to utilize computing equipments with 

infrastructure on rent on minimum monthly or 

yearly cost. The Storage as a Service (SaaS) 

provide facility to use huge memory space on 

rent at a minimum cost and Security as a 

Service (SaaS) provides a strong cloud based 

application for security. Likewise, the 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) provide cloud 

facility to take computing infrastructure on rent 

that reduces the buildup cost for any individual 
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or organization. By means of facilities, cloud 

computing architecture offers more advantages 

than conventional computing. But the data and 

authorization security over the cloud computing 

is also most important. Attackers always make 

their eyes on cloud to steal important data. 

Attackers in various forms, some are detect 

easily but some are silent and sweet killer they 

treat as a normal authorize user but they do 

their work very smartly to attack on the cloud 

network to steal data, it is not easy to detect 

them. These attackers are called zombie. It very 

important to detect and isolate them for the 

security of client and server over the Cloud 

network. 

 

Keywords: E-commerce; Security; Threats; 

Cloud Computing; Host and Client; Online 

Business Model: IT Industry; Data science. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing structure is completely based on Internet and over the internet there 

are always needs security from unauthorized attacks. Every time on the internet attackers are 

try to hack the system or damage the data [1]. As It Google announced in 2007 that the Cloud 

Computing has get a lot of attraction of the technologist of IT industry and business man 

because Cloud computing is very speedily developed from logical concept to real Application 

[2]. So the attackers are also attracted to cloud network to perform their illegal activities. 

Zombies are one of type of attackers or hackers, they login on the cloud in an illegal way but 

show themselves on the network as an authorize client or user, because Cloud computing is a 

group of technologies for keeping and retrieving of data and computing services over the 

internet. In cloud computing system data doesn't store on client computer. So the most of the 

time Zombies targeted the server [3]. They work very slowly to steal the important data of the 

client from their server. The  cloud computer services is available on demanded such as 

servers for data, locations for data storage, networking, databases, etc [4]. The chief goal of 

cloud computing is to offer access permission to data centers (centralized virtual server) to 

many users. And the users can also access data from a remote server which connected to a 

centralized. It is a structure of application-based software which keep data on remote servers 

and it can be retrieve by the internet [5]. The cloud computing jobs , can be divided into two 

parts front-end and backend. The user access data stored in the cloud through front-end using 

an internet browser or a cloud computing software. The responsible of primary component of 

cloud computing is to securely storing data and information at the backend. It includes data 

storage servers, computers, databases, and central servers [6]. And it is possible by cloud 

computing that a user can use many different gadgets such as laptop, personal computers, 

smart phones and other computing machines which connect virtually to the cloud [7]. And 

the user also called client is able to use and make changes to the data stored on cloud by 

himself with a minimum rent cost charges by cloud owner. Client need not buy or pay extra 

for hardware because it’s a shared resource facility over the internet [8]. Now a day’s cloud 

computing demand of every sectors such as business world and other firms are changing the 

of traditional way of record keeping to cloud based infrastructure format, because its very 

beneficial and easy to retrieve data in case of disaster on local server or machine. Data can be 

access and updated from anywhere at any time [9,10]. E- Commerce is such an industry 

which is get birth by the features of Cloud Computing. Here in this paper we are going to 

discuss the impact of cloud computing on traditional E-Commerce completely in respect of 

technology, service and industry sequence, and will advice our suggestion to develop E-

Commerce business in the era of cloud computing [10]. 

https://www.hcltech.com/services/cloud-computing
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Figure 1 

 

Cloud computing provides shared resources software and information to the various 

computers and devices on demand because cloud computing is an internet based. 

 

II. CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICE MODELS 

 

Mainly there are three various   service models for cloud computing are as follows: 

 

1. Software as a Service (SaaS): In this model cloud vendor  hosted  software  which  

running  on  a  cloud  based structure (internet)   and  obtainable to  various  user’s  

devices  via  a  thin  UI  such  as  a  Web  browser. Benefit of this model is that instead of 

purchasing the software subscribe it for monthly rental on internet, even a particular piece 

of software can be subscribe.  

 

2. Platform as a Service (PaaS): In this cloud  infrastructure  can customized  applications  

with the help of  programming languages  and  tools  supported  by  the  provider  (  java,  

python,  .Net) 

 

3. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): It allow  access to the infrastructure and computing 

resources such as  storage,  networks,  and  other  fundamental  computing  resources  in a 

virtualized manner where  the  customer  is  able  to  establish  and  run  any  software,  

which  can  consist of  operating  system  and  applications. It is a cost reduces internet 

based IT infrastructure  

 

The main motto of cloud computing is to recognize the entire network as a very 

high performance computer that is to authorize the cloud customer to keep their all 

records and services, and data information on the cloud storage and get access of all types 

of service facility from cloud only through  the remote login or remote terminal tools after 

connected to the internet. When the user used cloud system services, they observe that it’s 
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a virtual view and the records and services are really give out to various locations on the 

cloud. The tendency that data and all facilities will be transformed to web network is to 

be projected to apply more services and to store more   information on the cloud network. 

It is already known that the services of Cloud computing are completely built on Web 

Services and all the Web Services are built on the Internet network. On the Internet there 

are various types of security issues due to its free and open services and the chance of 

attacks and threats are always high. And the cloud computing network services will have 

to face always a high range of security risk. In recent days there are many various kinds 

of security software technologies for Web Services are came in picture, so this is big 

implication for us to solve security related problems of cloud service using the existing 

security information system. The Cloud system architecture provides suitable and on-

requirement based cloud computing network access to a general collection of assembled 

computing resources such as internet, websites, applications software, grids, clients, 

servers, storage, and the facilities that can be fast provisioned and get feel free with least 

management effort or communications with cloud service provider. These cloud models 

are used to improve availability and these are made up of four deployment models, five 

major uniqueness along with three models of service. 

 

III. IMPORTANT FEATURES OF CLOUD COMPUTING 

 

Here I am discussing some important features of the cloud computing that generated 

by cloud characteristics. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 
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1. Resources pooling: Resources pooling is most significant features of the cloud 

computing because through this uniqueness the cloud computing service provider can 

distribute resources between many users and providing each user with a different set of 

facilities and services as per the requirements. In cloud computing resource pooling is 

multi-client strategy system which is applied for data storage, data processing and 

bandwidth-provided services. And in this whole process the real time administration that 

allocating resources does not clash with the client services. 

 

2. On-Demand self-service: This is also an important and necessary features of Cloud 

Computing. It enable the client to all the time supervise the servers uptime, caliber, and 

selected network storage. It is a basic features of Cloud computing, and a client be able to 

similarly manage the computing abilities as per his necessity.. 

 

3. Easy Maintenance: It is the best features of cloud that the servers can be easily maintain 

and the downtime is very low and even in some situations, there is no downtime. Cloud 

Computing comes up with bring up to date every time by steadily building it better. 

 

The updates are well-matched with the devices and execute faster than previous 

along with the bugs which are predetermined. 

 

4. Scalability and Rapid flexibility: It is a main important attribute and advantage of cloud 

computing and it is its fast scalability. This cloud element enables the operation on low 

cost for workloads that need a vast number of servers but only for a short period of time. 

Many clients have such workloads, which can be run on very less cost because of the fast 

scalability of Cloud Computing. 

 

5. Large Network Access: The consumer can also use the stored data of the cloud or 

upload the data over the cloud from any place in the world just with the support of a 

computing machine and an internet link. These capability are accessible all over the world 

via net and can access through the internet connection. 

 

6. Availability: The working capabilities of the Cloud can be customize as per the use or 

requirements and also can be extend as per the need. It surveys the use of storage and 

authorize the user to buy more Cloud storage if required for a little amount. 
 

7. Automation System: This a special features of Cloud computing that it can automatically 

examine the data required and favor a measuring caliber at a few phases of services. We 

can easily watch, control, and report the usage of data and the clients activity over the 

cloud network. It will provide transparency for the host and the customer. 

 

8. Inexpensive: This cloud computing features help us to reduce the IT infrastructure 

expenditure of individual or organization level. It is a one-time investment over the IT 

assets as the Organization or individual (host) has to buy the storage over the cloud and a 

minute division of it can be distributed to the numerous Organizations or individuals that 

save the host from the paying of heavy monthly or yearly costs. Only they have to pay 

that amount which is used up on the basic maintenance and a few more expenditure that 

are very less. 
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9. Safety: Safety of data over the cloud is one of the key features of Cloud computing.. It 

build a copy or print of the data stored to prevent the stored data from damage or Ios  

even if one of the servers gets smashed. 

 

The data are stored in the huge storage capacity devices that is extremely secure 

and which cannot be hacked or unauthorized utilized by any other person. The storage 

service is very rapid and reliable. 

 

10. Payment as per requirements: The Payment system of cloud computing is totally 

depend upon user requirements. The user has to pay only for that service or the space they 

are using. There is no any hidden or extra charges that is to be paid by user. The facility is 

available on low-cost and mostly few spaces are allotted for free. 
 

11. Calculated Service: This is a major Cloud computing features that are utilized to monitor 

and control the entire system and the organization uses it for recording. This resource 

consumption is calculated by supporting charge-per-use of capabilities. 

 

It means that the utilized resources are virtual server instances that are 

consecutively in the cloud are getting watched and measured and reported by the service 

provider. Finally we can say that a user has to as per the utilization to manufacturer 

organization as it happen in cellular company. 

 

IV. LITRATURE REVIEW 
 

As the paper completely concentrate on how the impact of cloud computing make 

changes in E-Commerce business. 

 

As it appears that the impact of cloud computing has been discussed by different 

Articles or literatures in last decades. Pravin S Rotkar and Gayatri Butey [1] finding the 

factors that the lack of technical training and technical resources it preventing the educational 

information in remote area of India. Most of the rural India is unskilled and unaware with 

these technologies. Finally it concluded that the cloud computing can easily solve these 

problems. This paper conclude the possible advantages to get educational information by 

cloud computing from anywhere. It is important and meaningful for cloud computing 

Applications that all the possible advantages of cloud computing can be only discussed after a 

deep study on it.  Kashefi F, at al [2]   Analyzes that the it should present a new methodology 

of cloud computing to improve it. The paper define the positive impact  of cloud computing 

on e-commerce industry based on the case study of big companies and organizations such as 

Amazon and Fipkart, now a days these e-commerce sites are reached remote areas and the 

people are facilitates from it.  

 

1. E-Commerce technical architecture: The main working process of ecommerce is that 

the exchange of products and services by internet. Generally e-commerce architecture is 

composed of two layers. First layer is technical architecture that is combination of 

physical devices (hardware) and logical applications (software) and the second layer is 

business model through which transaction is possible that is based on technical 

architecture. According to Landon [3] the base layer of E-commerce is Technical 

Architecture. All marketing and business strategies of E-commerce can be realize on the 
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basis of Technical Architecture, because technical architecture is main premises of online 

products in addition to security and exchange services. 

 

Basically cloud computing is not very new mode of computing it is only the 

transformation of traditional distributed and grid computing mode to cloud architecture. 
 

V. ZOMBIES AND THEIR ATTACKS METHOD 

 

Zombies are the hackers who they connected to the cloud network as an authorize 

user but they do only malicious work. They develop malware and install it to the cloud 

network to control the overall authorization of the entire system and they also make slow the 

performance of the network. They generally choose a website or a particular system of an 

organization and make it their target, they degrade the performance targeted website instead 

of blocking that’s why it is not an easy task to detect them. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: E-Commerce Technical Architecture 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The interaction of cloud computing is producing new ecosystem that will encapsulate 

all the facilities and resources of E-commerce in the new service modes. These are the 

Companies who control and maintain the servers, maintain the activeness of the server and 

take care over all security and tasks of it. The association also buys the software and the 

licenses for the action of their business. All these things protect by the monthly fee that  they 

are expecting from the organizations they are serving. They are listening cautiously on 

providing ranked service as if they not succeed to do so they will be at the back in the contest. 

This web-based system can be only utilized by the internet. 
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Cloud Computing have different types of advantages that are serving hosts and the 

individual client or organization. A host also construct of a range of profit that provide 

benefit to the cloud clients. There are a countless of safety element that is a hopeful point 

next to with it the implementation time is very low and the clients can upload and download 

data easily and quickly. The organization these days demanding huge amount of the data 

storage capability and the Large Data companies offer them very easily. 

 

To detect the zombies over the cloud network, network administrator should always 

watch the activities of the each and every user of cloud network. Here its need a strong 

algorithm to detect and isolate these silent attackers of cloud network. A very highly strong 

authorization system should be implement to login into the cloud network. 
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